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Promotion

• Informing the public about your operation

• How to get there

• What’s on

• Site and collection information

• News and events

• Promotion of the organisation

• History and achievement

• Significance of the Museum

• Links to wider community



Promotion strategies

• Traditionally via websites 

Who is your audience?

How do they find you?

What do they look for?

• Next – some examples

• Later:
• Via mailing lists and discussion 

groups

• Via Facebook and Twitter 



Example 1 – Bendigo 
What do you like or dislike?



Example 2 – AETM 
What do you like or dislike?



Example 3 – Sydney TM 
What do you like or dislike?



Example 4 – Brisbane TM 
What do you like or dislike?



Example 4 – THS Christchurch
What do you like or dislike?



Example of guidelines for web site front page design
(Thanks to Warren D for the link – which has much more than what is below)

http://www.webcredible.co.uk/user-friendly-resources/web-usability/online-behaviour.shtml

• When online, people read very differently … they scan, 
looking for keywords.

• What does this mean? People don't read introductory text, 
instruction text, navigation options... almost anything if they can 
avoid it. 

• Reduce the word count of each page (ideally by half) 
• Try to remove/minimise instruction text 
• Highlight key words 
• Use lists/bullet points where possible 
• Break up text using clear sub-headings 
• Try to start each page/paragraph with the conclusion, 

so that users can decide whether to read the 
page/paragraph early 

• Use images instead of words where possible 



Web Research

• Public collections and records

• Libraries and Record repositories

• Images

• Newspapers

• Books and reports

• Authorities’ collections / publicity

• Private / group collections

• Personal sites - e.g. Dave’s Railpix

• Group sites – e.g. TDU

• Tapping new sources



Wow! – while many online images are low quality not all are!

Oxley Library picture



Community Building with the web

• Types of on-line Community
• Mailing lists
• Web boards
• Facebook
• Twitter

• What attracts people to an on-line 
community?
• Content 
• Real time postings
• A sense of belonging

• So what might membership mean in 
this context?



Facets of the on-line community experience

• Pictures!

• News

• People who share their experience

• Old

• Young

• Experienced 

• How wide do you spread the topic?

• What is TAN?

• What is OT?

• What is completely unacceptable?



The TDU experience

• Started by an American after a visit to 
Australia

• Rapid growth of activity and membership 

• What does being a TDU member mean?

• Active participants – about 50

• Formal listmembers –over 700

• Lurkers – huge number via tdu.to

• How can the virtual resource be tapped?

• Making the transition from lurker to 
poster to active museum member

• Using the list – what works?



The TDU experience – negative experiences

• Like many groups of enthusiasts we 
have members who are pretty 
fanatical.

• Web forums can provide a platform for 
criticism and airing dirty laundry.
• Is that good or bad?
• Is a hidden problem a solved 

problem?
• How to handle?
• What are reasonable limits?
• Moderation is essential



Facebook and Twitter
• Facebook is a preferred mode of instant communication for 

the younger generation.

• Minimal effort to post messages

• Short messages for people with short attention spans

• So how to use?

• Choose the medium for the message – and the target 
audience, and be prepared to be surprised:



So who and how for social networking use?

• I’m drawing on a paper by my daughter – a national broadcaster who 
makes extensive use of the web in her work. 
http://www.abc.net.au/triplej/zan/

•…delivery of content is more to do with consumer choice 
and trust, than a broadcaster’s decision.

• It took 38 years for radio to gain 5 million listeners, 13 for 
television to reach 50 million viewers and only 4 years for 
the internet to gather the same amount - 50 million users. 
Facebook alone gathered 50 million participants in its first 2 
years and currently have over 500 million active users 
online. 

• 96% of people born between 1982 and 1995 are using 
social networking sites.  They have entered into adulthood 
in an online world. In high school, at work and at home -
computers, mobile phones and the internet are never more 
than a few centimetres away.



Why use social media?
• 78% of consumers trust peer recommendations. 
• The impact of social networking doesn’t occur 

when a shiny new toy is introduced. It’s when 
the tools and toys, such as Facebook and 
Twitter begin to be taken for granted. 

• These days Tweets are embedded on television 
program screens, YouTube is constantly used in 
news reports and Facebook is referenced all too 
often in legal cases.

• Giving our members a sense of not just 
connection but ownership of what we do. It’s 
about taking for granted the simple notion that 
we’re all in it together.

• Enthusiasm is contagious



Eurotrams on Facebook



Twitter

• Facebook a bit too demanding for your attention span?

• Try Twitter !

• no message longer than 140 characters 

• ‘microblogging’



Publishing to the internet

• Ephemeral items

• Why print? - Why online?

• An economical way to publish?

• A sense of privilege and ownership? Do you ascribe 
value and make members feel privileged?



Publishing to the internet 2

• Serious History and technical resources

• Why Print?

• Why on-line?

• How is ‘the work’ conserved and 
preserved?



Friends of Hawthorn Tram Depot web publishing



Thanks

Mal Rowe
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/group/TramsDownUnder/
… archived at …
http://tdu.to

So who is going to do it?

… anyone with an interest whom you trust, 

it won’t be achieved by a committee 

… and if you don’t have someone you trust, 

then you’ll miss out!




